SOLUTIONS FOR
STUDENTS & TEACHERS

IRIS’ mission:
IRIS develops portable scanners and conversion software that boost
your productivity. Our offer allows you to scan, edit and share digital
files. IRIS solutions will fit perfectly in a school or academic environment.
Whether you are a student, faculty or administrative officer, IRIS products
will enable anyone to save precious time by transforming piles of paper
into editable, archivable and shareable digital files. A great way to facilitate
exchanges between students, parents and teachers. Thanks to IRIS, new
possibilities open up for each actor of education.

Assets of our products:
• Scan all your documents and convert them instantly into editable
files (Word, Excel, ...)
• Scan any book or textbook and and turn it into an e-book: the
content will be read out loud to you (thanks to our text-to speech
feature!)
• Never copy excerpts or quotes from books or magazines, scan them
to get digital editable text
• Always have a scanner at your fingertips thanks to our smart colorful
mouse-scanners & book scanners!
• Digitize your notes instantly with our digital pens: you will never
have to retype your handwritten notes taken in class again!
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Boost your productivity with
our products

Our key products for
students & teachers:

Compact,
ultra-portable scanners

IRIScan™ Book 5: scan & convert your textbooks!

Since I bought my IRIscan™ Book to work on my assignments, life is easy! I slip it in my bag every time I
go to the library: I no longer need to borrow tons of
textbooks, I just scan the pages I need. Once I get
home, I upload those on my computer so that I can
extract the content. Translation is done in one single
click. The amount of time I’m saving is huge! This scanner is a real game changer for me. I highly recommend
this product to any student who wants to work more
efficiently!
Emily, BA journalism student

Scan books and magazines anytime, anywhere without ripping pages off thanks to the brand new
IRIScan™ Book 5. Just slip it into any handbag and
carry it with you everywhere (classrooms, libraries,
etc). A simple and great tool to boost your productivity!

IRISNotes™ Air 3 : make your handwriting digital

I carry my IRIScan™ Anywhere 5 with me all the time. I
use it to share my assignments, to organize my student
records or simply to do my administrative work. It’s become one of my favorite tool to use on a daily basis!
The financial cost (and ecological cost!) of the tons of
copies I made each year kept increasing. Not anymore:
thanks to my IRIScan™ Anywhere 5; I scan, edit and
share all my digital documents anywhere, at any time.

During classes or simply at home: IRISNotes™ Air 3
transforms what you write into editable digital text.
It recognizes any handwriting and transcribes it digi-

		

Julie, 3rd grade English teacher

tally with great reliability! Do not waste time typing
your notes on your computer anymore, IRISNotes™

Ideal solutions for
teachers and students

3 does it for you!

IRIScan™ Mouse 2: a poweful mouse-scanner

Perfect for scanning,
editing and converting

Thanks to IRIScan™ Mouse 2, you will always have
a scanner at your fingertips! Just push on scan button and swipe over your document: the content

I bought an IRISPen™ because my son just got into
first grade and still struggles when reading. This product provides him valuable help when reading texts:
thanks to the text-to-speech feature, he can listen to
an ‘audio preview’ of each word’s pronunciation. I think
this product is just perfect for anyone dealing with a
language-based learning disability. The IRISPen™ is a
very interesting educational tool and I can only recommend it.
Marc, father of Pete, student struggling with dyslexia

will appear on screen and be extracted instantly.
Save it as a JPEG/PDF file or as a fully editable Office
file (Excel, Word).

IRISPen™ Air 7: scan & extract any line of text!
Use IRISPen™ Air 7 like an highlighter : highlight any
line of text and the content will automatically be digitalized. It allows you to instantly translate text in

My IRISNotes™ is very useful; it has all the characteristics of a normal pen but offers so much more! Whether
it is for taking notes at meetings or simply writing in
class, it digitally transcribes all my handwritten notes. I
no longer waste time retyping everything on my computer; this pen recognizes my handwriting and turns it
into text on Word! I then share this file via email to my
colleagues, parents of students or to the principal. It’s a
small revolution in my daily life as a teacher!

many languages. Use the text-to-speech feature to
have the text read out loud to you. A useful tool in

Marie, high school teacher

any classroom.
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